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Details of Visit:

Author: saltybaldva
Location 2: Earls Court
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 20 -8-01 1pm
Duration of Visit: 40 mins
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: London Retreat Fetish /Mistress Services
Website: http://www.londonretreat.co.uk
Phone: 07774643730
Phone: 07774643730

The Premises:

Alot has been said about London Retreat in the past. Very nice premises with an extremely friendly
maid. They were running 20 mins late on the day of my visit. I was able to wait in the back bedroom
with a television , magazines and a drink to keep me company. Having visited the Retreat before I
was busy working out what scenario I wanted played out once my time came ...

The Lady:

Channtelle looked stunning, she is probably early 20's, blonde, about 5'10 tall with beautiful breasts.
They are big enough to be fun, but not so big as to get in the way .....:-) I am not a fan of skinny girls
nor fat girls ... Channtelle is in peerfect proportion with an ass which you would die for .... I was very
impressed. ( I have to add that I have seen Tina, Vicky, Alex and Jenny before at the Retreat and I
am never disappointed by the quality of the ladies there. I guess they have a "strict" (no pun
intended) selection process ...) 

The Story:

As I have already mentioned, they were running about 20 mins late ... When I met Chantelle she
gave me a stunning smile and I knew I would be in for a good time. We discussed what I wanted
and I told her what I wanted her to wear from the extensive range available, the top from the 2nd
picture on the website with the thigh length black leather boots. Chantelle then returned and after a
brief cuddle she strapped me to the famous cross. I was then blindfolded ... Channtelle then teased
me with her hands, body and mouth. Her finger tips running up an erect cock whilst bound and
blindfolded is an experience beyond belief ... The blindfold was removed and my hands released as
she turned around and invited me to release her fantastic breasts. No sooner had I done this than
my hands were bound again and the blindfold put back on. Whilst bound Channtelle kissed me and
teased me with her tongue, a first at the Retreat. Mr Rubber was then placed on me and my cock
soon disappeared into her mouth ... this was accompanied with a finger teasing and entering my
arse ... This seemed to last for ever. Channtelle then rubbed her body against me before slipping
her cock tantilisingly into her by now moist fanny ... This lasted a matter of seconds before she
dismounted, turned around and thrust herself on me again .... this continued in the most fantastic
teasing way until she eventually removed the blindfold and released me. I then slid down, first
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burying my head in her breasts and then eating her extremely sweet pussy. Now I was free I then
stood Channtelle on the cross and proceeded to fuck her first from the front and then from behind.
Whilst doing this she allowed me to tease and finger her arse, this she definitely seemed to enjoy.
Before we got too carried away she pushed me away and told me to lie on the bed with my arse in
the air. Then first with her fingers, then with a vibrator and finally with a strap on she brought me to
an incredible level. I then turned over, placed her on the bed and had a wonderful 2 minutes before
finally shooting my load.
I know I have gone on a bit however I have to say this was the combination of all of my best punts
in one ... an absolutely fantastic experience. We actually overrun the clock by 10 minutes however I
would never have known from her actions.

My last report was of Nicole in Cobham and it was a real disappointment, what was satisfying was
that the next report submitted on her agreed with my observations ... I hope that the next guy who
submits a report on Channtelle is equally glowing then I will know my taste is not that bad. ( Also
what was interesting re: Nicole was that a subsequent report refers to my negative report and
critises it, I wonder if she wrote it herself ??? ) 
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